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The theory of symmetric local semigroups due to A. Klein and L. Landau (J. 
Funct. Anal. 44 (1981), 121-136) is generalized to semigroups indexed by subsets 
of i:” for n > 1. The result implies a similar result of A. E. Nussbaum (1. Funct. 
Anal. 48 (1982), 213-223). It is further generalized to semigroups that are 
symmetric local in some directions and unitary in others. The results are used to 
give a simple proof of A. Devinatz’s (Duke Math. J. 22 (1955), 185-192) and N. I. 
Akhiezer’s (“the Classical Moment Problem and Some Related Questions.” Hafner. 
New York, 1965) generalization of a theorem of Widder concerning the represen 
tation of functions as Laplace integrals. This result is extended to the representation 
as a Laplace integral of a function taking values in 4( R ). the set of bounded 
linear operators on a Hilbert space K. Also, a theorem is proved encompassing 
both the result of Devinatz and Akhiezer, and Bochner’s theorem on the represen 
tation of positive detinite functions as Fourier integrals. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 181, Klein and Landau introduce the notion of a symmetric local 
semigroup as follows. 
DEFINITION 1. A symmetric local semigroup (P,, li,, T) on the Hilbert 
space F consists of 
(i) for each t, 0 6 t < T (T > 0) a linear subset 9, of X such that 
Y, IJ /i, if t < s and G = U,C,n, Yl is dense in F”. 
such :::t f 
or each t, 0 < t < T, a linear operator P, on ;2” with domain p/‘, 
I, (iii) P,=l/Qc,, P,C21cGil-,y for 0 < s < t < T, and P,P, = P, _ ( on 
1 t+ \ for t, s. t + s E [0, T], 
(iv) P, is symmetric; i.e., (f, P, g) = (PJ 8) for all f, g E ‘Jiq 
O<t<T. 
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(v) P, is weakly continuous; i.e., if f E g$, 0 < s < T, then (f; P, f) is 
a continuous function of t for 0 < t < s. 
Klein and Landau [8] then prove the following: 
THEOREM 1 (Klein and Landau [8]). Let (Pt , gtt, T) be a symmetric local 
semigroup on the Hilbert space A? Then there exists a unique self-adjoint 
operator H on 3 such that ~2~ c @(e-tH) and P, is the restriction of e-rH to 
gtfor all t, O<t< T. 
We prove directly a generalization of this result to semigroups indexed by 
subsets of R” (Theorem 3). Our result implies a similar result by Nussbaum 
[W 
Klein and Landau’s ]8] proof of Theorem 1 uses a representation theorem 
of Widder [ 131. We need first the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2 (Klein and Landau (81). A continuous function r(x) from 
the interval ZC R to R is said to be OS-positive if for any finite subset 
{xj}y=, of Z/2 and any finite set {cj}y=, of complex numbers it follows that 
CJ,k=l CjC;,r(Xj + Xk) > 0. 
Remark. By considering the singleton {x/2}, we see r(x) > 0 for x E I. 
An OS-positive function is positive. 
THEOREM 2 (Widder [ 13)). Let r(x) be a continuous OS-positive function 
on the interval I. Then there exists a unique positive measure p on iR such 
that emAx E L’(lR, d@)) and r(x) = f?, epAx d@)fir all x E I. 
(Klein and Landau named the functions in Definition 2 OS-positive 
because of the importance of this condition in an analysis of analytic 
continuation begun by Osterwalder and Schrader [ 11 I.) 
While Klein and Landau used Widder’s theorem to prove their result, it is 
also possible to use Klein and Landau’s theorem on symmetric local 
semigroups to prove Widder’s theorem. In fact, we will use Theorem 3 to 
prove a generalization of Theorem 2 to functions on I?“. This result was also 
proved by Devinatz [2] and Akhiezer [ 11. 
We also prove a result encompassing both Stone’s theorem on strongly 
continuous unitary groups and the theory of symmetric local semigroups. 
This result then enables us to prove a result (Theorem 5) encompassing both 
the result of Devinatz and Akhiezer, and Bochner’s theorem on positive 
definite functions. 
Dinally, we generalize Widder’s theorem to functions mapping points in a 
convex set in I?” to bounded operators on a Hilbert space. 
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2. GENERALIZATION OF SYMMETRIC LOCAL SEMIGROUPS 
DEFINITION 3. Let 0 E U CI R” be a convex set, U # {O). A symmetric 
local semigroup (P,, Q[,, U) on the Hilbert space ;If/ consists of 
(i) for each v E U a linear subset Yi,. of the Hilbert space P’ such 
that Vrl, 2 ‘i,. if 0 < t < 1 and U,,,, , P,,. is dense in X: 
that (ii) f 
or each z’ E U a linear operator P,. on X with domain Is’, such 
(iii) P,= l/%,.P,,.~‘,,~~/,,~,,,,for O<t< 1 and LYE U, 
(iv) iffEY,. and P,,fEQ ,,,, thenfEV,.+,,. and P,.P,.f=P,,.+,.f: 
(v) P,. is symmetric; i.e., (f, P,. g) = (PJ g) for all J g E P,.; 
or 
o<t% f 
c’ E U and fE QV, (f, P,,,f) is a continuous function of t. 
\ , : 
(vii) for u, w E U, let 8(v, w, S, T) be the set of fE ii,\,. CT %‘,,V such 
that pfE Q’(,,. and P,fE G,YC for O< s < S, O< t < T: we require that 
U,-,I,s., iI P(u, w. S, T) is dense in P for all 21. it’ E U. 
(Note that the density condition in (i) is also implied by (vi).) 
THEOREM 3. Let (P,., 2[,, U) be a symmetric local semigroup on the 
Hilbert space 27 Then there exists, for each 0 # u E U. a unique selfadjoint 
operator H,. on GY’ such that Sn, c Q(e-“11) and P,,. is the restriction of 
e -‘ttl to ‘i,,, for 0 < t < 1. Also, the operators (H,.: u E U] commute in the 
sense of unbounded self-adjoint operators. Thus the Hilbert space. W may be 
identified with some L2 space L’(X, X, dp) and the operator H,. may be iden- 
tt3ed with the operator M,,(,,, of multiplication by the real-calued measurable 
function h(n). Furthermore, for v, w, L’ + w, uc E U. and a E P*. the 
equalities h(v + w) = h(v) + h(w) and h(uc) = ah(c) hold p-almost 
ecerywhere. Thus, tf e, ,..., e, is a basis for Q”, M*e can find real-valued 
measurable functions h,,..., h, such that tf z’ = x:? , aiei E U. then 
h(c) = x,1 , ai hi p-almost everywhere. 
Proof Let t’ be any nonzero vector in U. We then define a symmetric 
local semigroup (P,, gt, 1) as in Definition 1 by setting Pi, = (Vi,,,. P, = P,, , 
for 0 < t < 1. By the Klein-Landau theorem. there exists a unique self- 
adjoint operator H,. such that eP’Nc.l CTtt, = P,,.. 
Forf. g E 8(~, w, S, T), 0 < s, < S, 0 < s2 < T. and L’. w E U the following 
equalities hold 
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= Psp+sp”A g> = Ps,,P,,wf, g> 
= (Ps,& P,,,g) = (e-S2Hwx eSIHl,g). 
The functions (e-‘@$ e-‘@wg) and (e-‘zHwf, e-“IHPg) are thus equal 
when z, and z2 are real, 0 < zi <S and 0 <z2 < T. By analyticity and 
continuity, equality extends to all z,, z2 with 0 < Re z, < S, 0 < Re z2 < T. 
So for any t,, t2 E F?, we have 
Because this is true for all f, g in the dense set lJOGS,TGI cY(u, w, S, T) and 
because eitlHe and eit2*w are unitary, the above equality holds for all f, 
g E Z. Since the unitary groups {eit”p} and {eitH,} commute, the self-adjoint 
operators H, and H, commute. 
The other statements in the theorem now follow easily from the uniqueness 
assertion of the Klein-Landau theorem. 1 
It should be evident that Theorems 1 and 3 are analogs of Stone’s theorem 
on strongly continuous unitary groups. Our method of proof in Theorem 3 
extends easily to the following corollary, which concerns semigroups that are 
unitary in some directions and symmetric in others. 
COROLLARY. Let 0 E US R” be a convex set, U # {0}, and let 
(P,, go, U) be a symmetric local semigroups on the Hilbert space Z. Let 
{ V, : w E R “} be a strongly continuous unitary group on R such that for all 
wEIRrn, v E U we have 
(i) VW@” = at, 
(ii) V, P, = P, V, . 
Then there exists for each 0 # v E U and 0 # w E I?“’ unique self-adjoint 
operators H, and A, on Z such that V,, = eifAw and P1, = e-‘Hi,lg, for 
0 < t < 1. Furthermore, the operators A,, w E R”’ and H,, v E U all 
commute. 
ProoJ Theorem 3 gives the existence and uniqueness of the operators H, 
for v E U. Stone’s theorem gives the existence and uniqueness of the 
operators A,,, for w E IRm. The proof that the operators H,, v E U and A,, 
w E IRm all commute is the same as in Theorem 3; that is, we show that the 
unitary groups eilAw and eilHt, all commute. 1 
Nussbaum has proved a result very similar to Theorem 3 [lo]. His 
method is different. His proof utilizes a generalization of Widder’s theorem 
due to Devinatz and Akhiezer whereas we will use Theorem 3 to give a 
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simple proof of this generalization (Theorem 4). We give now a description 
of Nussbaum’s result. 
Let U be an open convex set in R” with 0 E 0. If 2’ E U we define 
U,, G (ZI - U) n tJ, and write w < v if w E UC. For every 2! E U assume there 
is a linear operator P,. with domain 8,. c lti, where is a Hilbert space, such 
that 
(Nl) (PJg)=(.LP,,g) for allf,gEg2,.. 
(NV P,.,, c P,.P, for all u, w E U such that ~1 + w E U. (Thus 
V,,cY,.ifw<v.) 
(N3) The operators commute in the wide sense: i.e.. 
(PJ P,,,g) = (PJ P,. g) for all C, w E U andf. g E Y,. n piC. 
(N4) For every L’ E U and fE Yi,. the function u’--) (P,,,f,f‘) is 
bounded on a Lebesque measurable subset of U,. with positive Lebesque 
measure. 
(N5) C/ = U,,.,.Iz,. is dense in 9’. 
Nussbaum calls a family of operators satisfying N l-N5 a Hermitian local 
semigroup. Let .Y? be the closure of the union of the ranges of the operators 
P,.. That is, 3 = UOEIJ P,, Gv . Let Q denote the orthogonal projection of R 
onto .R. Nussbaum’s result essentially states that there exists a uniquely 
determined family of commuting self-adjoint operators H,. on 9 such that 
P,,. is the restriction to G’[? of Cfr’l, Q for 0 < t < 1. 
This result is stronger than Theorem 3 in that it is not assumed that 0 E CT 
and that P, = 1 /P,, ; thus Q need not be the identity on X, and 8 need not 
equal ,X. The result nevertheless follows from Theorem 3. 
Let us first show that except for the hypotheses that 0 E U and P, = 1 j 2 ,, , 
all the hypotheses of Definition 3 are implied by Nl-N5. 
Let c’. w E U. As U is open, tt’ < w for sufficiently small t > 0. By N2, 
yrl. 2 i/,,.. Thus for any u E U, U,,, f<, Qtl. I? IJ,, ,. Cl,,. and is dense in X 
by N5. Thus (i) of Definition 3 is satisfied. 
A similar argument shows that the density condition (vii) is satisfied. 
As Nussbaum remarks, N2 and N3 imply that if fE Y, . then 
g(M’) = log 11 PJ I/ is midpoint convex on (w: w < v}. That is. 
By N4, g is continuous on (w: w < u) [ 5 1, and thus w ---) 11 P,,J 11’ is 
continuous. In particular, 
u<t<l. We note 
t --t (f, PIL,f) = 11 P,,,/2f//* is continuous E; 
also that w+P,,f is continuous. 
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IICJ-CJII’ = llP,,fll’ + lICJII* - 211 %,+w,~12fl12 + 0 as 4 + w2. 
(We remark for future reference that as g is both midpoint convex and 
continuous, g is in fact convex and f -+ IIPIUfl( is convex for 0 < t < 1.) 
The other hypotheses of Definition 3, with the two noted exceptions, 
follow trivially from Nl-N5. 
If fE gE then f E @L,,2a for n = 1, 2, 3 ,...) and Ilp,,2fll = 
(~,f,f) G IIJLw2 IlfII”‘* By induction it follows that I(PVIZnfI/ < 
llPvfll”2n llfll’-“*” for all n. Therefore lim n+m I/Pv,2nS II G llfll. BY the con- 
vexity of t + IIP,,f(l it follows that IlPJ(l is bounded and continuous 
for 0 < t < 1, and has a limit as t -+ 0. It follows from IIPIUf- PsvflJ2 = 
IIP,,fl12 + ll~suSl12 - 11~~t+,,,,2Sl12 that l%,P,,fexists. 
We claim that lim,,, P,, f = w, where Q is the orthogonal projection onto 
the closure of U,,,(Ran P,). For this, it suffices to show 
(i) lim,,, (P,,f, g) = 0 if g i Ran Q. 
(ii) lim,,, (PtJ P, g) = (f, P, g) if g E gwl. 
Now (i) is trivial as (P,,f, g) = 0 for all t. For (ii) it suffices by continuity 
to show that lim,,, (P&P,, g) = (f, P,,g) if g E a,,,, 0 < s < 1. For t 
sufficiently small, SW + tv < w so g E gSw+rv and thus 
=ji~(f,P,,.+,,g)=(f,P,,g) by continuity. + 
We have shown that lim,,, P, f = a and hence lim,,,(P, + Q)f=f: We 
may thus modify the Hermitian local semigroup into a symmetric local 
semigroup by replacing P, with P, + Q’. That is, let U’ = UU {O). For 
v E u, let 3: = Go + Ran Q, and define P; on GZ;, by 
PL(f+ g) = P,f+ Q’f+ g if fE GL! and gE Ran Q. Finally, define 
P,$ = 11996. It is easy to see that (U’, GSh, Pb) is a well-defined symmetric 
local semigroup, and that Nussbaum’s result follows by applying Theorem 3. 
In the case where 0 E U and P, = 1 Igo, Nussbaum’s assumptions are 
stronger than these of Definition 3. Hypotheses (iii) of definition 3 is much 
weaker than N2. If U is in the interior of U, for example, N2 says that 
P, E P- ,P, for all w E Un (-U), and thus 69,+ = go for all such w. 
Also, N3 is stronger than the hypotheses of Definition 3 in that it assumes 
commutativity on all on L9,n a,+.. In Theorem 3, we prove commutativity 
on the potentially smaller set Z’(v, w, S, T) of (vii). 
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3. GENERALIZATION OF WIDDER'S THEOREM TO NP" 
DEFINITION 4. A continuous function r: Ii + G from a convex set U in 
7)” to IF’ is OS-positive if for every linite subset (xi}:_, of U/2 and finite 
collection (ci}l,, of complex numbers, the inequality 2 ciCi r(xi + xi) > 0 
holds. 
THEOREM 4 (Akhiezer, Devinatz). Let II be convex with nonemptj, 
interior in II+“. and let r: U--t R be continuous and OS-positive. Then there 
exists a positive measure ,a on IF” such that e- .“.I is in L ‘(I~?“, dp(l)) and 
Y(x) = (_ ,-.I’-’ &(A) 
.’ R ‘II 
for all x E U. 
ProoJ: As a preliminary, we note that it is sufficient to show that for 
each x E U, there exists a positive measure ,u on IFi” such that 
r(y) = jy,n e-.“y dp(A) for y E x + +( U-x), For suppose we have shown 
this. If the intersection of xi + f(U - x,) and x2 + i(U - x2) contains an 
open set, then by uniqueness the corresponding measures are equal. By 
covering U with such overlapping sets, we have a unique p such that 
r(x) = 1, n e -I’.’ dp(A) for all x E U. 
Note that r(y) is OS-positive on U if and only if TX(y) = r(y - x) is OS- 
positive on U-x, and r,(y) = !‘K,ne-.3’X dp(A) for 4’ E $(U - x) if and only 
if r(y) = I-,. e~X’y[e~A’X dp(A)] for y E x + +U. We have thus reduced the 
proof of Theorem 4 to the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let U be convex with nonempty interior in IF”. 0 E U, and 
r: U + iFc be continuous and OS-positive. Then there exists a measure m of 
12” such that e-.“X is in L’(lR”,dp(A)) and 
for all x E U/2. 
Proof Let P be the set of functions from U/2 to C with finite support. 
We define the bilinear form 
df,Y)= y- f(xk(y) 4x + Y). 
x , Y E c ! 2 
BY OS-positivity, (f,f) > 0. The Schwartz inequality 1 (A g)l G 
(S.f)“‘( g. g)“’ therefore holds. For x E U/2, let VI be the set of functions 
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whose support is a finite subset of u{(l - t) U/2: 0 ,< t < 1, x E tU/2}, 
and define P, on .cI~~ by P,f(y) =f(y - x). Then for f; g E gX, 
(Pxf; g> =1 (P,fmJ) g(z) $Y + z> 
= Cf(Y - x> g(z> CY + z) 
= Cf(Y) dz -x> ‘0 + z> 
= CfW (Px g)(z) eJ + z) 
Let M= {f: (f,f) = 0). By the Schwartz inequality we have 
N = {f: (f, g) = 0 for all g E Z}, and ( , ) is an inner product on R/&/Y”. We 
wish to show that the operators P, can be considered to act on R/M: We 
need only show that if fE Mn GX, then P, f E .K. We will show in fact 
that P,,fE .A’” for 0 < s < 1. Now for 0 < s < f, 
I (Psxf, P,,f)l = I CL P2,,f>l ,< w-)“‘(P2,,J; P2,,f)“2 = 03 
so PJE N for 0 < s < 4. Now P,,,f E C9X,2 n.k^ and repeating the 
argument, Psx,2 P,,,fEM for O<s<+ and thus P,,fECKfor O<s<i. 
Proceeding in this manner, we find Ps,fE ,/I’ for 0 <s < 1 - l/2” for all n, 
and hence for 0 < s < 1. By continuity, P,f E JT also. 
With an abuse of notation we identify R’ and Z/Y”. Then (P,, gx, U) is 
a symmetric local semigroup on the completion of the pre-Hilbert space Z. 
The weak continuity of P, follows trivially from the continuity of r. 
By Theorem 3, there exists a spectral measure dE, on R” such that 
P, = 
1 
epX” dE, 
IRn 
for x E U/2. 
Now let f be the function 
f(x)= 1 if x = 0, 
=o if x # 0. 
Then 
4~) = (f, p,f) = I,, epx’% dEAfI 
for x E U/2. I 
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COROLLARY. Let U be a convex subset of IR” with nonempty interior. For 
z = (z, ) z* )...) z,,) E G”, let Z denote (5,) Z; ,..., I,,), where Zi is the complex 
conjugate of zi, and let 
be the complex tube over U in 6”. If r is continuous and OS-positive on U. 
then r has a continuous extension to 0, analytic in the interior, such that tf 
{zj},rm, is any subset of 012 and (c,~}?-, any subset of C. then the following 
inequality holds: 
2 cicJ-(Zi + .Tk) > 0. 
.i,k= I 
Proof Definef(z) = ,lR.,, em.“’ du(A). Then 
Theorem 5 combines Theorem 4 with Bochner’s theorem on positive 
definite functions. Bochner’s theorem states that if C cici r(xi -xi) >, 0 for 
all ci E I‘, xi E ZR” then r can be represented as a Fourier integral of a 
positive measure, whereas Theorem 3 states that if 1 cicj r( yi + yi) > 0 for 
all ci E “s., yi E U/2, then r can be represented as a Laplace integral of a 
positive measure. Here we obtain a representation of a function as a joint 
Fourier-Laplace integral. 
THEOREM 5. Let U be a convex subset of pi” with nonempty interior and 
let r: rlF *’ x U--f (1 satisfy the inequality 
for all jInite subsets {xi}:=, of IF?“, { yi}:=, of U/2, and {ci}:=, of G. Then 
there exists a unique positive measure m on IRmi” such that ei.“‘x--*\z’r is in 
L’(ipm+n, d4,, &>> and 
r(x, Y) = jaRnl +n eill.x-.32.y &(A,, A,) 
for all (x, y) E R” x U. 
Proof. As in Theorem 4, it suffices to assume 0 E U and to show that 
equality holds in Rm x (U/2). The proof is almost identical to that of 
Theorem 4; we sketch the proof here. 
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Let Z be the set of function from Rm X R” to C whose support is a finite 
subset of [Rm x (U/2). We define on R the sesquilinear form 
Let JV be {fE Z: (f,f) = 01. Z/M is a pre-Hilbert space which with an 
abuse of notation we identify with 3. 
For y E U/2 let .@,, be the set of functions whose support is a finite subset 
of R”x u{(l-c)U/2: O<t< 1, YEN/~}, and define P,, on a,, by 
P,f(x,, v,J =f(x,, Y -J+,>. For x E R m, define ~,.f(x,, , Y,) =f(x, - x9 YJ. 
Then (P,,, gY, U/2) is a symmetric local semigroup on the completion of 3, 
and {V,, x E R”‘} gives a strongly continuous unitary group on the 
completion of Z. 
Let f be the function defined by 
f(x, Y> = 1 if x =y = 0, 
=o otherwise. 
Then r(x, y> = (f, ~,P,S), and by the corollary to Theorem 3 there is a 
spectral measure dE, on R”‘+” such that 
for (x, y) E Rm X (U/2). I 
4. GENERALIZATION OF WIDDER'S THEOREM TO 
OPERATOR VALUED FUNCTIONS 
For the following discussion, X denotes a Hilbert space and 9’(Z) 
denotes the space of bounded operators from X to itself. 
DEFINITION 5. Let U be a convex set in R”. A function A: U-+ 9(Z), 
continuous from U to 9(X) furnished with the weak operator topology, is 
called OS-positive if for every finite subset {vj},YI of r and finite subset 
{xj}JY, of U/2, the following inequality holds: 
Such functions were studied by Klein [ 61 and Klein and Landau [ 7). 
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If A is OS-positive, then taking uj = cj”, we see that 
XT,,=, cjFk(u, A(xj + x,J V) > 0. That is, for any zi E ,F, the function 
r,,(x) = (v, A(x) 0) 
is OS-positive. It is a remarkable analytic fact that this condition also 
suffices for OS-positivity of A. 
THEOREM 6. Let UE P” be convex with nonempty interior, and let 
A: U + .8(R) be continuous (with the weak operator topology on .#(.iv )) 
such that for every v E .3, the scalar valued function 
r,.(x) = (v, A(x) v) 
is OS-positive. Then 
(i) A is OS-positive on U; 
(ii) A has an extension to the tube 0 over U in C” (see the corollary 
to Theorem 4) such that 
(a) A is continuous in the weak operator topology on d, 
(b) A is analytic in the interior of 0, 
(c) For ( vj),~=, z.fl and {zj}yP, E 012 the following inequalit? 
holds : 
t (vi, A(zj + F/J vk) > 0; 
.i.kr 1 
(iii) for each pair of vectors (u, w) E 3 x R, there exists a unique 
complex Bore1 measure plu+, on I?” such that 
(a) for each x E U, the function eP”‘X is integrable with respect to 
the total variation (pV,w( of pr,N, and 
(v, A(x) w) =j‘iIHe-“‘.y dp, ,,,,. (A), 
(b) the mapping sending the pair (v, w) to ,uuI,.,, is sesquilinear. 
(c) for x E U and F a measurable subset of IF’“, the function 
3 X .R --t C sending the pair (v, w) to 
is a bounded, positive, sesquilinear form on .F. 
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ProoJ Because rv is OS-positive for each v E X, there exists for each v 
a positive Bore1 measure pv such that e-A’X E L’(R”, dp,) and 
for x E U. 
For v, w E X define 
P u,w = ;ol,+w +iu,-,> + 4cuv+iw +iu,-id 
(Note that pu,,, = pu, .) 
Then we have 4 l,qwl <<iuv+w $,a,-, t,q,+i,+,q-i,, so e-‘\‘” is 
integrable with respect o [p,.,,j for x E U, and by polarization we have 
The measure ,u”,, is unique by the uniqueness of the inverse Laplace 
transform. 
For v1,v2,wEXand aEC, we have both 
(v, + av,,A(x) 4 =i~e-~.x~~,:,+~,:i.,(~) 
and 
(0, tavz,A(x)w)=(v,,A(x)w)ta(v,,A(x)w) 
for x E U, so by uniqueness, we see that ,u~,+~~~ w =,u,,,,, t a,u,+. Thus 
(VT w> +&I,, is linear in v and, similarly, antilinear ‘in w. 
For x E U and F a measurable subset of R ‘, the function X X 557 -+ Cc 
sending (v, w) to 
i P’” &,,@) F 
is therefore sesquilinear. It is positive because pu,,, =,u~ is positive for each 
v EX, and bounded by virtue of the inequalities 
Part (iii) of the theorem is now proved. 
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We would like to consider the measures P~,~, as coming from an operator 
valued measure p such that for a measurable set F, and U, w E R’, we have 
(u> ~(6 w> = mu,., w(F). 
The measure p is then positive operator valued (because pl.,,. > 0 for all v). 
and formally we would prove (i) as follows: 
;.k = I j.k= L 
by the positivity of p. 
We would formally define, for z E 0, 
and (iiic) would have a formal proof similar to that of (i). We now proceed 
to a rigorous proof based on these ideas. 
For zE 0, we have x= (2 +i)/2 E U, and since Ie--.‘.‘l = /eC”‘/, we 
have e--“’ integrable with respect o ipu,.,,.l for L’, w in .#. So we define the 
function 
f(u, w) =J,,,e-,4” dp,.,,.(i). 
Letting x = (z + Y)/2, the following inequalities hold: 
Recalling that .(‘,I,ne-“Xdp,,(A) = (u,A(x) V) < llA(x)l( //uI1’. we find 
If(u, w)l G d lIA(x)(l(l(u + wll* + I/u - w/I* + I/o + zh/l* + I/u -h/l’) 
= lI~(x)ll(ll~ll* + llwll’>. 
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For Ilull, IIwIl < 1, we then have If(v, w)I < ZllA(x)ll and sofis a bounded 
sesquilinear form. Hence there exists a unique bounded operator A(z) for 
each z E 0 such that f(v, w) = (u, A(z) w); i.e., 
Parts (iia) and (iib) of the theorem now follow immediately from the fact 
that e-a’X is integrable with respect o J,D~,,~ for x E U. 
It only remains to show part (iic) of the theorem, for this is a 
generalization of part (i). 
So let ( uj}J’!!, G 3 and let { ej}yE i, A4 < m be an orthonormal basis for the 
space spanned by the vectors vi. Let us denote ,u~,,~~ by the simpler notation 
pj,kT and let pj,k =fj,k . ipj,kl, wherefj.k is a measurable function, ( Sj,k(A) 1 = 1 
for all A. 
Claim. If g(A) = Cy= i gi(A) ej, where gj is a measurable complex valued 
function on W”, and if gj(A) &?k@) is integrable with respect to /~j,k/ for 
1 <j, k < M, then the following inequality holds: 
For suppose g(A) is x,(A) - v, where xF is the characteristic function of the 
bounded measurable set F and zi = Cy! i ajej. Then we see that positivity 
holds by the following calculation: 
= I do,,,@) by part (iiib) of the theorem F 
= ~tu,(F) > 0. 
Positivity extends by linearity to simple measurable functions of compact 
support; i.e., to functions g(A) of the form Cj”=, xFj(IZ) . wj, where the Fj are 
disjoint bounded measurable sets. 
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Now suppose g(n) = J$=, gj(A) j e is any function such that each g, is 
measurable and gj . g, is integrable with respect to /P~,~/. We may find 
a sequence h, = Cy!, /z&) ej such that each h, is simple, measurable. 
and has compact support, and such that 1 /z~,~(~)I < 1 g,(1)] and 
lim,+ m h,,j(n) = gj(A) for all A E R “, j = 1, 2 ,..., M. 
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we have 
and the claim is established. 
The claim can now be applied to the function g(1) = xi”=, e .“~t’~ when 
(zi}y=, c: o/2, and using part (iiib) of the theorem, we see that 
(Klein and Landau [7] have done related work. See especially their 
Theorem 3.3.) 
In the above proof, we actually showed only that the function A(z) is 
analytic in the interior of 0 with respect to the weak operator topology. It is 
well known, however, that this is equivalent to analyticity with respect to the 
norm topology (see (4, Theorem 3.10.11) and in particular we see that A is 
norm continuous in the interior of 0. The following example shows that it 
need not be norm continuous on U. 
EXAMPLE (Abel Klein, personal communication). Let C’ = {x: x 3 O} i i _ 
let W = L*(F; + ), and let ,4(x) be multiplication by e -.I.’ for x > 0. That is, 
(A(x)f)(/I) = e-.l”f(A). Then A is OS-positive on U, but jjA(.x) - A (O)]l = 1 
for x # 0. 
In the above example, A(x) is in fact continuous in the strong operator 
topology. This is always so for U E R ‘. We do not know if this is always so 
for U G Q “, n > 1; Theorem 6 is a partial result in this direction. The 
theorem shows continuity in the strong operator topology if the boundary is 
not approached in too tangential a manner. 
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THEOREM 6. With the notation as in Theorem 4, write z E 0 as 
(z + F)/2 + i(z - f)/2i = x + iy. Suppose 0 E U. Then if (zk = xk + iyk} is a 
sequence in 012, and if lim k+m xk = 0, lim,,,y, =yO, then lim,,, A(z,) = 
lim k+oo A(xk + iy,J = A (iy,) in the strong operator topology. 
As an example, Theorem 6 states that if A is OS-positive on the disk of 
radius 1: (x - 1)’ + u* < 1 and (xk, uk) is a sequence in the disk of radius 
4: (x - 1)’ + u* ( 4, which converges to (0, 0), then A(x,, uk) -+ A(0, 0); if 
also y, + y and vk + v, then A(xk + iyk, uk + iv,) + A(iy, iv). 
Proof of Theorem 6. Choose L > ljA(O)(j so that A(0) + L is positive 
with bounded inverse D. Then D”‘(A(z) + L) D1’2 is OS-positive and 
continuous in the weak operator topology, and it suffices to show 
lim k-m D”“Mz,) + L) D “* = D”2(A(iy0) + L) D”’ in the strong operator 
topology. So without loss of generality we assume A(0) = 1. 
Let 3 be the set of functions from R” to X whose support is a finite 
subset of U/2. We define the following bilinear form on R 
(f, g>;p = z (f(x), A (x + Y> g(Y)>* 
x,YeUI* 
As in the proof of Theorem 4, ( , )dp is a positive definite form, and letting 
Jv= {f,f>2‘+=0}, Z/M is a pre-Hilbert space. We abuse the notation and 
identify 2 and R/M. 
For x E U/2, let gX be the set of functions whose support is a finite subset 
of U{(l-t)U/2:O<t<l, xEtU/2}, and define P, on QX by 
P,f(y) =f(y -xl- Then (P,, gx, u/2) is a symmetric local semigroup on 
the completion 2 of Z. 
By Theorem 3, there exists a projection valued measure dE, on R” such 
that P, is a restriction of the operator IN,, e-a’X dE,. 
Now suppose v, w EX’. Define the functions f, and f, in Z by 
f”(X) = v> x = 0, 
=o otherwise, 
f,(x) = WY x = 0, 
=o otherwise. 
Then for x E U/2, the following holds: 
(~7 A(x) w) = (fu 3 Px fw> 
= 5 e-a3’x(f,, dE,,fJ. R=in 
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In fact, (f,., E, w) is the measure p,,, of Theorem 5. For z E o/2, we also 
have 
We will denote the operator sending z to Jr>,, eP.“’ dE,f,,, by Pz; this is 
consistent with our notation P, for the symmetric local semigroup. The 
above equality now becomes 
Now for any vector w E ,R, as x + 0 in U/2 we have 
IlPxfw -fwll' = Rfw -.fw, pxfi,, -f,v) Y 
= (W,A(2X)W)- 2(M'.A(x)w)+ (w, M') 
+O 
because .4(x) is continuous in the weak operator topology on U. As 
zk = xk + iyk + iy,, zk E 012, we have PzkfW = PiY,P.r,f,,. + PivcJ,, because 
Px,fW + fW and {P,,} is a strongly continuous unitary group. 
We note that (fi,,fW,)w= (v,A(O) w) = (u, MI), so the map V: .B --t +’ 
given by V(w) = f, is unitary from .X to a closed subspace of %? Let E be 
the orthogonal projection in ,p onto this subspace. Then for all U. u’ E fl. 
z E 012 we have the following: 
(0, A(z) w) = (f,,, PA) I 
= (EL. 3 P;fx) * 
= (.f-, 2 EPA,.) y 
= (V-If,,, VplEP;f,J 
= (u, v- ‘EPJJ. 
So A(z,) w = Vp'EP,JK,. We have already shown Pzkf,,.+ PiyofM. in .p. As 
V-’ and E are bounded, it follows that A(z,) w = V-‘EPzkf,, converges in 
norm to its limit in .YY. fl 
Note. Constructions similar to that above can be found in 
16, Theorem 2.31, [ 12, the principal theorem, p. 211, [3, Lemma 21, and 
19, Lemma 1). 
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5. A RELATION BETWEEN OPERATOR VALUED OS-POSITIVE FUNCTIONS 
AND REAL VALUED OS-POSITIVE FUNCTIONS 
For simplicity, let us consider an operator valued function on an interval 
in R I. Let U be an interval in iR ‘, which we may assume contains 0. Let 2 
be a Hilbert space, and let A: U + 9(X) be continuous in the weak 
topology and OS-positive. 
Using the construction of Theorem 6 (we are not assuming, however, that 
A(0) = l), we have for v, w EX and xE U/2: 
where H is the self-adjoint operator whose existence is asserted by the 
Klein-Landau theorem. 
Now suppose {udjm=r CX Let Z -Orn denote the m-fold tensor product of 
the Hilbert space 2 (constructed in the proof of Theorem 5) with itself, and 
let fE@” be the antisymmetrization of the tensor f,,, Of,,@ a.. Of,,. 
Denoting the m-fold tensor product of the operator H with itself by HO”‘, we 
find that the determinant det(vj, A(x) uk) of the m X m matrix (vj, A(x) u,J is 
given for x E U/2 by 
(f, eexH@*f) = 1, emAX(J; dE,f), 
where {I?,} are the spectral projections of HO”‘. As in the proof of Theorem 
1, we in fact have 
det(uj, A(x) u,J =I, e-‘X&(n) 
for all x E U, where p is a positive measure on R. Consequently, 
det(uj,A(x) v,J is OS-positive on U. More generally, the same result holds 
for U a convex set in R”; we use Theorem 3 instead of the Klein-Landau 
theorem in the proof. We have established 
THEOREM 8. Let U c R” and A: U -+ 9(X) be as in Theorem 4. Then 
for { vj},!!! , c X, the scalar valued function 
r(x) = det(vj, A(x) uk) 
is continuous and OS-positive on U. 
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